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prostoria  [prɒstɔːriɑː]  
room in Croatian; an extent of space occupied by or 
sufficient or available for something; a partitioned part 
of the inside of a building

We drew inspiration for the brand’s name from the sur- 
roundings of each product — where people and objects 
are protagonists of the space narrative. Every room has 
a story is a premise that has become the starting point 
for each of our designs, which are meant to bring joy.



Unfolding as a fluid organic shape, ABSENT is a sofa designed for a 
body position in between sitting and lying down. You can take off your 
everyday armour and sink into the smooth settee, letting your muscles 
relax and putting your mind at ease. ABSENT provides perfect support 
in letting you glide into a comfort zone, an inner dimension where you 
can feel weightless and safe. 

Fasten your seat belts, we are approaching planet Earth! 

ABSENT  A WEIGHTLESS ZONE OF COMFORT 











At Prostoria, we continue to explore new levels of comfort, which we per-
fect with each new product. ABSENT is the culmination of our knowledge, 
research-based design and meticulous craftsmanship. Using cold foam 
compositions, ABSENT’s ergonomic design provides premium comfort and  
a fully customized lounging experience with a futuristic flair.

The ABSENT sofa is designed as a modular system combining various bac-
krest heights with different seat depths, while the soft pillow adds to the 
sofa’s ergonomics and particular sensual experience. ABSENT’s distinctive 
character is embodied in its sculptural, fluid transitions resulting in strong 
identity, making it a grand statement piece of furniture in the interior. It is 
therefore ideal for furnishing larger spaces.
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Numen/For Use is an internationally 
acclaimed design collective led  
by product designers Sven Jonke, 
Christoph Katzler and Nikola 
Radeljković. For the past 20 years 
the group has been active globally 
in the fields of industrial and spatial 
design, scenography and conceptu- 
al art. Numen’s distinctive experi- 
mental vigor and interdisciplinary 
approach is reflected in the variety 
of objects and spaces they design 
for Prostoria. Their visual language  
is consciously reduced and implicit, 
and their concepts are strongly 
based in form and formal expres- 
sion, while grounded in respect for 
local modernist heritage and its 
wide societal impact. Their designs 
for Prostoria include Polygon, 
Oblique and Trifidae easy chairs, 
Oblikant, Bik, Dobra and Osmo 
chairs, and Revolve, After, Absent, 
Segment, Combine and Fade sofas.

NUMEN/FOR USECONTACT

SEAT S + LOW BACKREST
DIMENSIONS 90X115  CM HEIGHT 75  CM

SEAT L + LOW BACKREST
DIMENSIONS 90X185 CM HEIGHT 75  CM

SEAT L + HIGH BACKREST
DIMENSIONS 90X185 CM HEIGHT 90 CM

POUF
DIMENSIONS 90X80 CM HEIGHT 35  CM

CORNER M + LOW BACKREST
DIMENSIONS 125X125  CM HEIGHT 75  CM

SEAT S + HIGH BACKREST
DIMENSIONS 90X115  CM HEIGHT 90 CM

CORNER S + LOW BACKREST
DIMENSIONS 115X115  CM HEIGHT 75  CM

SEAT S + LOW BACKREST
DIMENSIONS 90X125  CM  HEIGHT 75  CM

SEAT M + HIGH BACKREST
DIMENSIONS 90X125  CM HEIGHT 90 CM
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Prostoria Ltd
Pustodol Začretski 19g
49223 Sveti Križ Začretje
Croatia

t +385 49 200 555
e info@prostoria.eu
www.prostoria.eu

All inquiries for international markets:
t +385 49 200 555
e export@prostoria.eu
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This brochure is for informational purposes 
only and it is made in accordance with 
the information at the time of printing. 
Deviations of ±1 cm in product dimensions 
are possible. We are not responsible for 
any printing errors, subsequent product 
changes or image fidelity. We kindly ask you 
to contact our authorised sales outlets for 
all queries regarding product characteristics 
and appearance, and any additional or new 
information required for reaching a final 
purchase decision.
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ABOUT PROSTORIA

Prostoria has transformed itself from a furniture manufacturer to a design-led 
company in the short time span of less than a decade. Our design is centred 
on our fundamental care for the end user and awareness that our products 
enrich people’s lives from the very beginning. Passion for design is the drive 
to create furniture whose quality remains paramount even as times and ha-
bits change. The quest was and still is for us to produce furniture that feels 
like comfort come to life — comfort as an outcome of innovation of the pro-
duct’s function and thus its refined form. 

Our research studio was the playground for the evolution from artisanship 
to highly industrialized production. There are craftsmen and designers who 
continue to perfect innovative product solutions and their detailed execu-
tions. For us, it is a matter of honesty, of taking pride in our work and the  
heritage we leave behind.

Prostoria’s production facility is located near Zagreb, in Croatia’s Zagorje 
region. In order to ensure control over the quality of our products, we’ve in- 
tegrated all the segments of the furniture production in our factory — R&D, 
sewing and state-of-the-art carpentry and metal component manufacturing. 

At the moment, Prostoria exports its products to over 60 countries across  
5 continents, and has 890 high-end points of sale. 




